Do atmospheric pressure changes influence seizure occurrence in the epilepsy monitoring unit?
In a prior study of epilepsy and atmospheric pressure, we were able to show a small association between changes in atmospheric pressure and increased seizure frequency in consecutive patients with epilepsy undergoing video telemetry. In this study, we used a larger data set of similar patients undergoing telemetry at another Seattle institution, and examined the possible impact of atmospheric pressure (AP) changes on seizure onset in subtypes of seizures (focal, generalized, and nonepileptic). Comparisons were made between AP score at time of seizure onset and AP score at selected time ranges prior to the event (hour of seizure and 3, 6, and 24 hours prior) and a random sample of AP scores collected over similar time frames using nonparametric testing with correction for multiple comparisons. We could find no evidence to suggest atmospheric pressure changes made seizure occurrence more likely in any of the seizure groups across any of the time periods.